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We consider the mixed boundary value problem 
Au=f inR, B,u = go in r-, B,u = g, in r+, 
where R is a bounded open subset of R” whose boundary I’ is divided into disjoint 
open subsets r+ and r- by an (n 2)-dimensional manifold w in K We assume A 
is a properly elliptic second order partial differential operator on fi and Bj, for 
j = 0, 1, is a normal jth order boundary operator satisfying the complementing 
condition with respect to A on f+. The coefficients of the operators and T+, r- and 
w are all assumed arbitrarily smooth. As announced in [BuU. Amer. Math. Sot. 83 
(1977) 391-393 ] we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the 
coefficients of the operators for the mixed boundary value problem to be well posed 
in Sobolev spaces. In fact. we construct an open subset .7 of the reals such that, if 
Us= (uE HS(R): Atl=O) then for sfi(mod l), (B,,B,): DsdHS-“‘(T-) x 
H’-““(P) is a Fredholm operator if and only ifs E .P. Moreover, Y = n,,, 7,. 
where the sets .7, are determined algebraically by the coefficients of the operators 
at x. If n = 2, or; is the set of all reals not congruent (modulo 1) to some excep- 
tional value: if n = 3, .Tr is either an open interval of length 1 or is empty; and 
finally, if n > 4, .7, is an open interval of length 1. 
Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. The sesquilinear form associated with a MBVP. 
3. Localisation of the MBVP. 4. The Dirichlet problem in spaces with homogeneous norms. 
5. The MBVP is spaces with homogeneous norms. 6. The Wiener-Hopf operator associated 
with a MBVP. 7. Examples. 
1. I~rn0oUOTt0N 
Here we set up the mixed boundary value problem and comment on the 
results already known. 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of R”, for n > 1, with boundary I-. Let 
r+ and r- be disjoint open subsets of r such that cl(T+) u cl(T-) = r (cl 
indicating closure). Suppose o = cl(T’) n cl(T-) is non-empty. We make 
the following assumptions on the smoothness of r. For each x E d there is 
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an open neighbourhood LN; of x, an open subset .KY of R” and a 
diffeomorphism vX of .,N; onto .LX satisfying 
where for each n, R; = (y= (J’,,..., y,)E R”: +y, > 0) and R”-’ is iden- 
tified with the boundary of ‘Fit. Moreover, we assume the usual 
compatibility conditions for the I,. That is, if LA;, n I 4& # 4 then there is a 
differmorphism g: y1,,(~4:, n. 4’;,) -+ I+v,,(. 4,, n L Pi/;,) with positive Jacobian 
such that v,,(x) = g(v,,(x)) for all x EA;, nL4&. 
For a multi-index a we use the notation D” = Dy’ ... Dz”, where Di = 
( lli)(alaXj). 
Let A=A(x,D)=JJ ,a,(2 a,(x) D” be a second order properly elliptic 
partial differential operator on fi with coefficients in P(n), the space of 
restrictions to Q of members of CF(R”). 
Further, let B, = B,(x, D) = EyEI b,(x) Di + b,(x) be a first order partial - 
differential boundary operator on P with coefficients in P(P). Let B, 
satisfy the complementing condition with respect to A on cl(P) and also the 
condition of normality. 
For the definitions of the terms mentioned above see [ 3 1. 
We observe that if V(X) denotes the unit inward normal to r at a point x in 
f, the term C;-, hi(x) vi(x), the leading coefjcient of B, , is non-zero. This is 
the condition of normality. Without loss of generality we may assume this 
term is identically one. It follows that we can extend B, to a first order 
normal boundary operator /I, with C” coeffkients on the whole of I-. 
Special boundary operators we will often use are the trace operators @or 
j > 0. For u E P’(n), you = u/T and yju = ( l/ij)(&/&i). For u E C”“(lRl), 
you = u/lRn-’ and ‘J~U = yODj,u. 
If E is any locally convex space, E* or E’ will denote the space of 
conjugate linear functions on E, provided with the strong dual topology, and 
will be referred to as the dual of E. 
In particular ,Y (I?“) is the space of infinitely differentiable functions 
rapidly decreasing at infinity with its natural topology, and .5“(lR”) is the 
space of Schwartz tempered distributions. 
The Fourier transform of a tempered distribution u is denoted u” or Ru 
and is defined by u^(r) = (297. “* ,[ emi.\-‘r u(x) dx, for u E Y(R’). 
We can now define the Sobolev spaces. Let s be real and let G be any 
open subset of R”. 
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HS(R”) = {U E Y’(lR”): (1 + I<]2)s/2ti E L*(R”)} with the norm l]u]], = 
lI(1 + l~/*Y*%(m~). 
p(G) = {u E HS(R”): u has support in G) with the subspace topology. 
HS(G) = Hs(R”)/&(iR” - G) is the space of restrictions to G of members 
of HS(R”) with the natural infimum norm. 
H”(T) is defined in the natural way via the system of local coordinates 
(({i, v,): x E r). See, for example, Lions and Magenes [3, Sect. 1.1.31. 
Hyr*) = (24 E HS(T): u has support in cl(r*)} with the subspace 
topology. 
HS(T*) = H’(Z)/p(r’) is the space of restrictions to T* of members of 
HS(T) with the infimum norm. 
H: = (U E H’(Q): Au E L’(Q)} with the graph norm. 
We will denote the restriction operators by r*: HS(T) + H”(T*) and for 
s > + define y* : Hs(Q) + H”- ‘I* (r*) by y* = r*y,. So B, = ~+p,. We will 
also define p,, = yO and B, = r-PO = ‘Jo. 
For any first order boundary operator B with C” coefficients and 
satisfying the complementing condition on the whole of r, the operator 
(A, B): H”(G) -+ HSP2(R) x Hs-“‘(Z-) 
is Fredholm for s > t. (See Peetre [5, Theorem 71.) If B is also normal, the 
operator 
(A, B): H;(R) + L’(Q) x H”-3’2(l-) 
is Fredholm for s < 2. (See L ions and Magenes [ 2, 3 ] and also Grubb [ 1, 
Theorem 2.1 I.) 
It is properties analogous to these that we wish to investigate for the 
operator (A, B,, B,), defined as 
(A, B,, B,): HS(Q) + H”-*(Q) X HTP”*(rP) X HsP3’*(r+). if s > 3, 
(A, B,, B,): H; + L2(Ll) x HsP”*(TP) x Hs-3’2(Z-+), if :;<;. 
Note that (A, B,, B,), is a bounded operator for each real s. If s 5: j, this 
result follows from the normality of B, and B, as in [3. Sect. 2.&l], for 
example. 
Since different boundary operators act on different parts of the boundary, 
the problem of considering the Fredholm properties of (A, B,, B,), is called 
the mixed boundary value problem (MBVP). 
Because of the difficulties arising when s = t(mod 1) we do not concern 
ourselves with the operators (A, B,, B,), for these s. In fact, we call the 
MBVP well posed if there exists a real s f t(mod 1) for which (A, B,, B,),Y is 
Fredholm. 
The study of the MBVP for a second order operator A has been fairly 
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extensive in the literature. See, for example, the discussion and references in 
Miranda [4, Sect. 501, in particular, the work of Visik and Eskin [ 171, and 
also the more recent work of Shamir [ 15, 161, and Visik and Eskin [IS]. 
However, necessary and sufficient conditions for the MBVP to be well 
posed in Sobolev spaces, or for the operators (A, B,, B,), to be Fredholm, 
when s f t(mod l), have not previously been found. In this paper, and for 
these s, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for (A, B,, B,), to be 
semi-Fredholm. In particular, for 0 c R3, we prove that for (A, B,, B,), to 
be Fredholm it is necessary to impose an extra condition, called proper ellip- 
ticity, on the symbols M:(c) of certain Wiener-Hopf operators determined 
algebraically by the coefficients of A and B, at points x E w. This condition 
was noted by Visik and Eskin in [ 171 but they occasionally overlooked it in 
their papers. Shamir also overlooked the condition in [IS]. When n < 4, the 
M:(c) are automatically properly elliptic and when n = 2 the condition does 
not occur. 
In a later paper we will consider an analogous MBVP for higher order 
operators. Schechter initiated the study of the MBVP for higher order 
operators in [ 111. He obtained a mixed a priori estimate in H’“(Q) and an 
existence theorem, under the imposition of a certain compatibility condition. 
Specialised to the second order case, Schechter’s condition implies the proper 
ellipticity condition which we obtain, but not conversely. 
The general higher order problem on a two dimensional domain was 
considered by Peetre ([6, 71) and Shamir ([ 13, 14]), who used Lp spaces. In 
fact, Peetre (and Shamir) proved that the MBVP is well posed in two 
dimensions. However, because of the difficulty of localising the problem 
when s < 3, they did not consider operators like (A, B,, B,), for s in this 
range. By considering only normal boundary operators we can introduce 
sesquilinear forms associated with the (A, B,, B1),. We can then localise the 
problem for arbitrary s f j(mod 1) and arbitrary dimension n. 
2. THE SESQUILINEAR FORM ASSOCIATED WITH A MBVP 
In this section we construct sesquilinear forms J”[u, v] associated with the 
operators (A, B,, B,), of the Introduction. The Fredholm properties of the 
forms are related to those of the operators by appealing to a theorem of the 
author in [9]. To use this theorem we require the notion of exactness. 
A sequence +Xi+“JXj+, +“.‘Xi+, + of bounded linear operators between 
Banach spaces is called exact if image Si = kernel S;, , for each i. In [9] we 
generalised this condition and defined the term exact modulo X for an ideal 
L of bounded linear operators. 
In this paper we will consider many sequences of the form 
0 + X+s Y +T Z + 0, where S is one-to-one, image S = kernel T, T has 
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closed range with finite codimension, and the spaces are Hilbert spaces. For 
simplicity we will call such a sequence almost exact. It follows readily that 
an almost exact sequence is exact module F59, the idea1 of operators of 
finite rank. 
As is customary, we call a system /I = (/I,,,..., ,Ok- i) of normal boundary 
operators pj of order j on the boundary r, with C” coefficients, a Dirichlet 
system of order k on r. The next result follows from well-known properties 
of Dirichlet systems. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose s > 4 and s f f(mod 1). Let k be the integral part 
of s $ f and /I a Dirichlet system of order k on r. The following sequence is 
exact: 
k-l 
0 - E?yn> i H”(R) B, fl-‘- yr) + 0. 
The system p = (PO, /I,) of the introduction is a Dirichlet system of order 2 
on E According to Green’s theorem (see Lions and Magenes [3, 
Theorem 2.2.11) there is a unique Dirichlet system 6 = (&, S,), where Sj has 
order 1 - j, called the adjoint system of /I with respect to A, satisfying 
i’ Au+&I’ 1(.A’z:dx=(‘p,u.6,vdo+jp,u.6,vd(J 
. 0 . n .I- .r 
for all U, v E C”(a), the space of restrictions to Q of functions in Cp(R”). 
Here A’ is the formal adjoint of A, or adjoint in the distribution sense, and is 
the differential operator given by 
A’u = A'(x, D) u = \‘ 
la142 
D”(a,(x)v). 
Moreover, there is a sesquilinear form 
J[u, v] =j \’ aa4(x) D% D% dx 
a lal.l41<~ 
satisfying 
J[u.v]=~ AuGdx-\ /3,u.6,vdo 
. Cl -r 
JOY~XO’I 14 
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for all u, v E P(d). For this result, see Grubb 11, Lemma 2.2 and 
Corollary 5.21. By density arguments we have the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose 4 ( s < 3. Then J extends uniquely to a 
bounded sesquilinear form on H’(O) x H*-“(O) such that 
(i) J[u, u] = (Au, u),for u E H”(Q), L’ E 8*-s(Q). 
(ii) Jlu, ~‘1 = (Au, u) - @,u, 6, ti),for u E H:,(Q), L’ E H2-s(O). 
(iii) J[u, c] = (u, A’ u)for u E f?‘(Q), L’ E H*-“(Q). 
(iv) J[u, u] = (u, A’u) + @,,u, S,u), for u E H”(R), c E H,t:S(G). 
Here, as elsewhere, the brackets ( , ) denote the usual sesquilinear forms 
for the various dualities, and ( , ) denotes the L* inner product. 
We extend the Dirichlet systems /I and 6 to Dirichlet systems of infinite 
order as follows. For j > 1, let /Ij= yje2A; and for j < 0, let Sj= Y-,~-~A’. It 
follows from the ellipticity of A that /I = Ca,)g, and 6 = (Sj),:7y are Dirichlet 
systems of infinite order. 
Denote by rj that part of the boundary on which /Ii is to act. So 
To = r-, 
r, =r, 
ri = r for j>l. 
Similarly, Sj will act on rj, where 
F, = r-, 
ToOr+, , 
Fj = r for j < 0. 
For appropriate j, Bj denotes the restriction of pi to rj, and Cj denotes the 
restriction of Sj to rj. 
Suppose now that s f i(mod 1) and let k be the largest integer less than or 
equal to s + $. 
We make the following definitions. 
if s>+; 
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c’? (’ = (Ck,..., C,): p”(Q)-,pyr)= r’r p+j+“*(q), 
i-k 
B= (B,, B,):H:(~)~RS(r)=HS~“2(T~)~Hs-3’2(r+), 
for all s, but omitting the subscript A if s > i; 
C=(C,,C,): H?,;“(n)~~2~‘(r)=H”:-“(r+)XH3;2~c(r~), 
for all s, again omitting the subscript A’ if s < 4. 
In other words, for these s, BCS’ is the vector of those boundary operators Bj 
which are defined and continuous on H”(O), with a similar interpretation for 
C(2-s). For s ( 4, BtS) will denote the zero operator, as will C(*-‘) for s > 2. 
For s f f(mod 1) define V”(Q) = (U E HS(Q): B% = 0) and w;‘-“(Q) = 
(v E H2-“((2): c(*-% = O}. 
Again for s & f(mod 1) we define a sesquilinear form J’[u, u] on 
V’(Q) x W2-s(Q) as follows. 
If s > 3, Js[u, v] = (AU, u), where ( , ) represents the duality between 
fi’-‘(Q) and H’-“(0). 
If i < s < 2, Js[u, u ] =.I[u, v], the form given in Proposition 2.2 but 
restricted to the domain above. 
If s < 4, Js[ U, v] = (u, A’v), where ( , ) now represents the duality between 
H”(Q) and H-“(0). 
It follows that for each s, J’ is a bounded form on V”(Q) X w’-‘(Q). We 
let T”: VS(12~ W’-‘(a)* be the operator associated with J’. That is, 
(Tk, v) = J”[ U, v ] for u E I”&?) and v E w’-“(Q). 
As in the introduction, (A, B,, B,), = (A, B), denotes the operatol 
(A, B): H;(R) + L*(O) x P(T) if s<t, 
(A, B): W(R) --, EP*(Q) x RS(l-) if s>+. 
Similarly, (A’, C),-, refers to the operator 
(A’, C): ff-yiq -+ H-yLq x PS(l-) if s<t, 
(A’, C): H;;yn) + L2(R) x R’-‘(r) if s>f, 
Our aim now is to relate the Fredholm properties of (A, B), with similar 
properties for the forms Js. As in Pryde 191, we call a bounded linear 
operator between Banach spaces left semi-Fredholm (1sF) if it has finite 
dimensional kernel and closed complemented range. A bounded linear 
operator is right semi-Fredholm (rsF) if it has complemented kernel and 
closed range with finite codimension. An operator is FredhoZm if it is both 
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1sF and rsF. A bounded sesquihnear form on a pair of Banach spaces is lsF, 
rsF or Fredholm if its associated operator is lsF, rsF or Fredholm, respec- 
tively. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose s f f(mod 1). Then the following are equivalent 
statements: 
(i) (A, B), is 1sF (rsF). 
(ii) J” is IsF (rsF). 
(iii) (A’, C),-, is rsF (1sF). 
The theorem is proved through the following sequence of lemmas. The 
main tool is the next proposition which is an immediate corollary of the five 
lemma for Banach spaces proved in [9 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose the following diagram of bounded linear 
operators between Hilbert spaces commutes. Suppose A is an isomorphism 
and the lower sequence is exact. 
o-x, -x,-x, -0 
b’ A2 A3 
I I 
0 - Y, - Y2 - Y, - 0 
(a) If the upper sequence is almost exact, A, is 1sF (rsF) if and only if 
A, is 1sF (rsF). 
(b) If the upper sequence is exact, A, is left (right) invertible if and 
only $A, is left (right) invertible. 
Note that a bounded linear operator between Hilbert spaces is left (right) 
invertible if and only if it has a bounded left (right) inverse; that is, if and 
only if it is one-to-one with closed range (onto). 
Consider now the following diagrams of bounded linear operators between 
Hilbert spaces. The symbols D and r have been omitted from the names of 
the various spaces. 
RS 
DIAGRAM a 
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where i: (HJ’-~)* = pp2 -+ ZP2 is the embedding; if k > 2, y = (yj)f:,“; and 
if k = 2, ZZS = RS and we replace the map [ i h ] by the map [0 I]. 
(b) f<s<j. 
lB, /El 7 
0 - ~~-312 + L2 ------+L2-0 [I 0 0 I;;:]0 r RS ZIP 
DIAGRAM b(i) 
0 - vierA  v AHS-2-0 
I BI I 
TS 
I 
I 
0 - HS--3/z -s” (w’-“)* i* -HS-2--+0 
I 
DIAGRAM b(ii) 
where &,A = (u E VS: Au = 0) and i: fi2-S-+ W2-” is the embedding. Note 
also that R” can be written RS = 17’ X Hs-3’2(rf), and that 6, maps W2-’ 
into k 3’2-s(r+). 
(c) s <f. 
O- HferA -5 H; AL2--+0 
lB 11: 1 1, 
O- RS - L2 --+L2-0 
[,“I @ ‘Or’ 
RS 
DIAGRAM c(i) 
0 - HierA --% v” A Hs-2 - 0 
I 
B 
I 
TS 
I 
I 
O- RS --$ cw2-9* i* -HS-2-+0 
DIAGRAM c(ii) 
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with i as in (b) and noting that 6 maps Wzes into (R”)* = J?l’zPs(rP) X 
p3/2M(r+). 
Similarly we have the following diagram for the dual operators. 
(a’) s<f. 
DIAGRAM a’ 
where i: (V’)* = I?-’ -+ H + is the embedding; y = (Y~);=~~- ’ if k < - 1; and 
[ P 6 1 is replaced by [O I\ if k = 0. 
(b’) f <s<;. 
DIAGRAM b’(ii) 
DIAGRAM b’(ii) 
noting that Rzms = fizPs x H1/2-S(Tf), y. maps V” into &-“‘(I’+) and i: 
A”- Vs is the embedding. 
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0 - HE,> -GL2-0 
DIAGRAM c’(i) 
c 
O- Hi,;, - wz-s A’ H-S - 0 
i 
c 
I 
7" 
i 
I 
O+ R-2-s --/ (vS)* i' H-" - 0 
DIAGRAM c’(ii) 
LEMMA 2.5. Each of the diagrams above commutes. Moreover, if 
s f i(mod l), the lower sequence in each diagram is exact and the upper 
sequence is almost exact. 
Before proving this lemma we need 
LEMMA 2.6. (i) (A, y,,): HS(R) + fY2(Q) X HS-1’2(T) is Fredholm for 
s > 4. 
(ii) (A, y,,): H>(G)- L’(O) x fly-“‘(T) is Fredholm for s < 2. 
(iii) A: H’(Ll)-+ H”-‘(Q) is rsFfor s < :, f$(mod 1). 
ProoJ The assertions (i) and (ii) are well-known results for the Dirichlet 
problem for a properly elliptic operator A. For (iii) suppose s < f. Now the 
Dirichlet problem is well-posed for A’ and in fact A’: HZeS(R) f7 f?‘(Q) + 
H -“(O) is Fredholm. It follows that A’: ti2-S(Q)+ H-‘(R) is 1s.F.. But A’ 
maps fi2Ps(0) into k-‘(Q) which is a closed subspace of H-‘(Q) for s < f 
and s f f(mod 1). Hence A’: 8’-“(a)-+ &“(J2) is 1sF. Taking duals, and 
noting that for these spaces (A’)* = A we obtain A: H’(R) + HS--‘(12) is 
rsF. 4 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We consider only the diagrams in (a), (b) and (c), 
the proofs for the others being similar. 
Diagram a. By definition, V” is the kernel of B@) and B”) = r/3(‘), 
where PCS): HS --f n;+o’ H”-‘- lj2(r) is a Dirichlet system and r: 
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n5:,1 Hspjp l”(r) + ZI is the projection. Hence I!@) is onto and the upper 
sequence of diagram a is exact. That the lower sequence is exact is proved 
similarly. Further, for u E HS, [ “, [ ] [ i ] u = [ .; ] u = B”)u. Finally, for 
u E Vs, [ h ] 7% = (“:I = ($ ] U. Hence the diagram commutes. 
Diagram b(i). That (A, I?,) is rsF follows from Lemma 2.6(ii) and hence 
the upper sequence is almost exact. That the lower sequence is exact is 
trivial, as is the fact that [ h y i ] ] i ] = ] i,, ]. Finally, suppose u E Vi,, , . 
Hence this diagram commutes. 
Diagram b(ii). Since Vs 3 ker yO, it follows from Lemma 2.6(i) that A: 
Vs -+ Hsm2 is rsF. Hence the upper sequence is almost exact. That the lower 
sequence is exact comes from taking the dual of 
o-Ps i , w2-s -----+H -61 -3’2-s(r+)- 0. 
This sequence is exact by Lemma 2.1, since 6, is normal and IV-” is the 
kernel of C, = 8,/r-. 
Now let u E Vs. Then for u E fi’-‘, 
(i*T%, v) = (rsu, iv) =J”[u, v] = (Au, v) 
from Proposition 2.2(i). Hence i*Ts =A. Finally, let u E Vi,,, . Then for 
v E Iv-“, 
(7% v) = P[u, u] 
= A,& u, 6, u> (from Proposition 2.2(ii)) 
=-(B,u,d,v) (since 6, u has support on cl(T+)) 
= (47 B, u, v). 
Hence T” = -87 B, on the kernel of A and so the diagram commutes. 
Diagram c(i). The only non-trivial assertion is that A is rsF which 
follows from Lemma 2.6(ii). 
Diagram c(ii). The proof is the same as that for diagram b(ii), except 
that we use Green’s theorem in place of Proposition 2.2. m 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof now follows immediately using 
Proposition 2.4 and 
(a) if s > 3, Diagrams a, c’(i), c’(ii); 
(b) if 4 < s ( t, Diagrams b(i), b(ii), b’(i), b’(ii); 
(c) if s < +, Diagrams c(i), c(ii), a’. 1 
3. LOCALISATION OF THE MBVP 
In this section we reduce the original MBVP to the MBVP with constant 
coefficients in IR: . In standard fashion we consider local mappings and a 
partition of unity. However, if s < i, H;(a), the domain of (A, B), is not 
localisable in the sense that it is not closed under multiplication by functions 
in C?(Q). The same problem arises for v’(a). For this reason we introduce 
another sesquilinear form J” whose domain is localisable. Suppose 
throughout that s f i(mod 1). We have the following three cases: 
(a) s>i. Consider Diagram a of the previous section. Define Js on 
D(J’) = W(L?) x (~2--(f2) 0 F(T)*) by J”[ U, (v, #)I = (AU, U) + (Bu, 4). 
Then Js is a bounded form and its associated operator is TS = (A, B): 
HS(Q) -+ HS-*(Q) x RS(T). From Diagram a and Proposition 2.4 we see that 
J” is lsF(rsF) o Js is lsF(rsF). 
(b) + < s < 3. Let J; on D(Ji) = H”(Q) x H*-“(G) be the form given 
in Proposition 2.2, and q its associated operator. So J” is the restriction 
of Ji to Vs(Q) x I+‘-“(a). Define Js on D(J’) = (W(Ll) @ &-3’2(F)) x 
(H2-S(fI) 0 Z?“2--s(r-) by J’[(u, I//), (u, $)I =‘J;[u, u] + (y-u, 4) + (\i/, C, u). 
Again Js is bounded and TS denotes its associated operator. By 
Proposition 3.1 which follows, Js is lsF(rsF) o Js is lsF(rsF). 
(c) s < f. This time consider Diagram a’. Define J” on D(J’) = (f?(Q) @ 
B’-‘(r)*) x H*-“(Q) by J’[(u, w), U] = (u, A’u) + (w, CU). Then J” is 
bounded and its associated operator is TS = (A’, C)*: ks(Q) x R”*-‘(T)* + 
k’-‘(Q). Again T” is lsF(rsF) o T” is IsF(rsF). 
Note that D(Js) = D(TS) x D(TS*). For the sake of brevity we will write 
elements of II as u = (u, I+Y) and elements of D(TS’) as v = (v, 411, where 
v=Ofors>$and#=Ofors<f. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose J,: H x K -+ C is a bounded sequilinear 
form, and B,: H -+ X, and B,: K + X, are onto. Let J be the restriction of 
J, to ker B, x ker B, and let J on (H 0 X,*) x (K 0 X2) be defined by 
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Let J, J,, J have associated operators T, T,, T, respectively. Then T is 
IsF(rsF) X+ T is lsF(rsF). Moreover, T is left (right) invertivle o T is left 
(right) invertible. 
Proof Let j,: ker B, -+ H and j,: ker B, --) K be the embeddings. Then 
the following diagrams commute and the sequences are exact, so we can 
apply the five lemma (Proposition 2.4) again. 
iif Oh kerB, - 
H/i - x,, -0 
I 
7 
i I 
li$ I I 
0 -+ (ker B,)* - (ker B,)* -x,-o 
IhI 0 IO II 
XI! 
The localisation of the MBVP uses Peetre’s lemma 15, Lemma 3 1, which 
we state here for convenience. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let E, F, G be reflexive Banach spaces with j: E + F a 
compact embedding, and let T: E -+ G be a bounded linear map. Then T is 
~~~~/I~I/,~~~ll~~Il,+ lI.%)for u EE. 
To use this lemma, we define spaces FS(f2) and p2-S(R) as follows. 
(a) Ifs>;: 
FS(0) = HSp ‘(Q), 
p2yf4 = pS(Q) @ (fi-sFl/z(r-) x f.pspl/2(~+)), 
(b) If; <s<;: 
F”(R) = HS=‘(Q) @ ZY?-~‘~(T~), 
F”2-S(Q) = H’-(fi) @ fi-s-‘/2(r-). 
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(c) Ifs<+: 
FS(R) = fi,~,(R) @ (IP3’*(r+) x fPs’*(r-)), 
F’-yn> = H’-“(Lq. 
It follows immediately that D(TS) c P(a) and D(T”*) c F”2Ps(B). 
Moreover, since the embeddings P(R) c HSP ‘(a), &(L!) c &- ‘(.R) and 
A’(P) c e-‘(P) are compact for all s, we have 
LEMMA 3.3. The embeddings j: D(TS) + P’(Q) and J’: D(TS*) + i?*;‘-“(Q) 
are compact. 
Similarly, from the analogous results in the component Sobolev spaces, 
and defining hu and hv in the natural way we have 
LEMMA 3.4. Let h E C~(lR”). Then the mappings u + hu and v --) hv are 
bounded on D(TS) and D(T’*), respectively. 
We consider now a system of local coordinates on 6. It follows from the 
smoothness conditions on 0 that for each x E fi there exists an open 
neighbourhood 0, and a diffeomorphism g, of 0, onto the open unit ball Q = 
{yE R”: /y/ < 1) such that 
(a) ifx&rthen O,nr=d; 
(b) ifx@w then O,nw=#; 
(c) if x E r then 
6) g,(O,nR)=Q+={yEQ:y,>O}; 
(ii) g,(O,n (-4)) = Q- = ( y E Q: y, < 0); 
(iii) g,(O,nr)=Q,= {yE Q: y,=O}; 
(d) if x E w then 
(i) g,(O,nT+)=Q,+={yEQ,:y,-,>O}; 
(ii) g,(O,n~r)=Q,={yEQ,:y,~, (0); 
(iii) g,(O,nw)=Q,,= (YE Q,: y,-, =O); 
(e) g,(x) = 0. 
ForxEnandO(p<l,wedefineO,,,=g;‘@Q),wherepQ={;VE1R”: 
IYl <PI* 
Consider the following estimate, denoted E(x, J’, p): ]/ u /] < 
C(SUP,,~ ] J’[u, v]]/]]v]/ + ]]j+) for all u E D(TS) with support in OX,,, where 
sup”, indicates that the supremum is taken over those v in D(T”*) with 
support in 0,. 
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We denote by E/(X, Js, p) the dual estimate 11 v 11 < C(SUP,~ ) J’[u, v]l/l[ u I/ + 
IIJ?IIIF2--S) for all v E D(TS*) with support in O,,,, the supremum taken over 
those u in D(TS) with support in 0,. 
LEMMA 3.5. If x E a-- o, then E(x, J”,p) and E/(x, J”,p) are satisfied 
for each p in the interval 0 < p < 1. 
Proof Suppose x E r+. Consider the “pure” boundary value problem 
obtained by replacing r+ by r and r- by 4. This gives rise to an operator 
(A, B,), and forms J”+ and J: with associated operators rS, and TS,, say. 
From the assumptions on A and B, it follows that (A, B,), is Fredholm. By 
Theorem 2.3, J: is Fredholm. Therefore J: is Fredholm. Since j: D(T?,) --) 
FS(G) is compact, it follows from Peetre’s lemma (3.2) that 11~11 < 
c(sup IJ: by ~1l/ll~ll + Il.bll) f or all u E D(T”,), the supremum taken all 
v E D(Ty). In particular, the inequality will holds if u has support in O,,,. 
Let h E C,“(O,) with h = 1 on O,,,. Then for u E D(T:) with support 
in ox,, 
Ilull<c (SUP iJyy” + IIAI) 
<c, 
c 
sup lJ”+b+li 
/I hvll + “““) 
<c, ,uplJ~[~~wlI 
i ox llwll + IIJII) 
using the fact that v + hv is bounded on D(T’*) (Lemma 3.4). 
However, {(u, v) E D(JS,): support (u, v) c O,,, x 0,) = {(u, v) E D(J’): 
support (u, v) = O,,, x 0,} and on this domain J?+ = J’. Hence the estimate 
E(x, J”, p) holds for x E r+. 
If x E Q, the same proof applies. If x E r- we can repeat the proof 
replacing + by -. In each case, the proof of the estimate E’(x, J”, p) is 
analogous. I 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose x E w and 0 < p < 1. If Ts is lsF(rsF) then the 
estimate E(x, J’, p) (E’(x, J’, p)) holds. 
Proof: The calculations are contained in the proof of Lemma 3.5, on 
replacing J”+ by J’. 1 
Consider again the case x0 E w. We pass in the usual manner from 
operators and forms acting on distributions on R with support in OxO, to 
operators and forms acting on distributions on “i; with support in Qt U Q,. 
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For example, consider the operator A = A (x, 0,) = 2 ,a, G2 a,(x) 0; 
acting on functions u(x), u E C”(fi). We define AX0 =A&, DY) on 
n functions u(y), u E C”O(lR+) with support in Q, U Q,, as follows. If 
n yElR+-p- then Axou(yj=O; and if y Ep then Ax,u(y)= 
A (x, 0,) u( g,,(x)) evaluated at x = g,‘(y). 
As is well known, AX0 is also a properly elliptic differential operator with 
C” coefficients and, defining Bi,X, in the same way, the conditions of 
smoothness and normality, and the complementing conditions are all 
preserved. 
The form J;, defined for i < s < 3 transforms similarly into a form J: ,x on 
WQ+ U QJ x G(Q+ U QJ which is continuous with respect to the 
H”(R:) x H*-S(R;) topology. 
All the function and distribution spaces previously defined on a will now 
be understood as also defined on IR;, replacing .R, r, P, r-, w by IR:, 
Inn- ‘, RI-‘, RF-l, IRnm2, respectively. 
With this in mind, it is immediate that J” also transforms into a bounded 
form J& on elements (u, v) E D(JiO) with support in Q. 
Analogous to Lemma 3.4 we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let h E CF(R”) and x E w. Then the mappings u + hu and 
v + hv are bounded on D(Tz) and D(Tz*), respectively. 
For x E w and 0 < p < 1, we denote by E(x, J:, p) the estimate ]/u/I < 
c(sup, 1 J:[u, v]i/i]v]] + /]ju]i) for all u E D(1’:) with support in /IQ, the 
supremum taken over those v E D(Tt*) with support in Q. The dual estimate 
E/(x, J-i, p) is defined in an analogous way to the estimate E/(x, J”, p). 
LEMMA 3.8. If x E w and 0 < p < 1, E(x, J”,p> h&is if and only if 
E(x, J;, p) holds, and E/(x, J”, p) holds f and only ifE’(x, Ji, P> holds 
Proof: The diffeomorphism g, induces an isomorphism from {(II, v) E 
D(J”): support (II, v) c O,,, x 0,} onto {(u, v) E D(J:): support (II, v) c 
pQ x Q}, and also transform J” into J:. The equivalence of the estimates 
follows. I 
Now, writing A, = A,( y, D,,) = ‘&,, G2 a,(y) D; for x E w, we define 
A, = A,(D,) = C,,, Z2 a,(O) D;. So A, is the highest order part of ‘4, with 
coefficients frozen at the origin. Other operators like 8, and C, are defined 
similarly, as is the form J; on the domain D(jS;) = D(Ji). Its associated 
operator is *f:. 
The estimates obtained from E(x, JS;, p) and E’(x, JS;, p) by replacing Ji by 
J: are denoted E(x, JS;, p) and E/(x, j;, p). 
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LEMMA 3.9. Let E > 0 and x E w. Then there exists p0 in the interval 
0 < p0 < 1 such that for all p satisfying 0 < p < pO, 
0) SupQ /Jib, VI -PJu, ~]l/lI~ll <E Ilull + CO& lbll for all u E W':) 
with support in pQ; 
(ii> SUP, /JS;[u, ~1 -ji[u, ~ll/ll4 ,< c II4 + c,,,~ IIJtllfor all v E WC‘) 
with support in pQ. 
Proof Write Ji = J(l) + J”‘, where J”’ is the highest order part of Ji. It 
is easy to check that / JC2’Iu, v]i < c lijuil . IIv//. For example, if i < s < 3 and 
j12’ is the lower order part of J” I .x then 
.p[u, v] = “ I ln<l 1: 
a,,(y)u . D”c d? 
+ \‘ I IZl ‘: a,,(y) D”u . Cal, 
=J12-“[u, 111 +J\2~2’Iu, cl, say. 
where the integrals are interpreted as continuous extensions when u and L’ are 
not smooth functions. Hence IJ’,*~“[u, v]l <c IIuII,~, . /I v/12-S. Further, on 
integrating by parts, we obtain 
,y’[u, v] = \’ 
i IalSl 1: 
a&(y) u . D”v dy 
+ 
I 
a”(.v’hu)(Yov) W 
II n-, 
for certain coefficients a& and a”. Hence, 
lJ1232’Ik VII <c’ ll4-1 . /l~l12-s + c” ll4-s,2 . //Y”4/3,2-5 
It is also easy to check that /J”‘[u, v]‘-Js[u, vJI < E IIuI/ . llvll + c~,~ lijujl 
@ small). For example, let fr” be the highest order part of J:,, where 
4 < s < 3. Now J; is obtained from Ji’) by freezing the coefftcients at the 
origin. So 
and 
Qu, v] = \‘ I lal=fol=l I<: 
aaD D% . D”v dy. 
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Hence 
lJ”‘[u, v] +[u, v]I = lJi”[u, u] - j;[u, v]l 
provided p is small enough, and using the continuity of the coefficients 
a,,(y) at J’ = 0. 
Putting together these estimates for J’” and J’*‘, the proof of part (i) is 
completed. Part (ii) is proved similarly. I 
We are now almost in a position to state and prove the main results of this 
section. We pass from the a priori estimates in Sobolev spaces on Q to 
estimates in certain related spaces on m:. These spaces are the spaces with 
homogeneous norms whose theory was developed in Pryde [lo]. 
Indeed, for s > 0, Z’(IR”) is a completion of CF(IR”) with respect to the 
norm la; ~“],=(~/~/*‘/u^(~)l*d~) “*; Z?(R:) is the closure of CFt’IR$) in 
Z’(B?“); and Z’(‘R:) is the quotient space Zs(IR”)/Z(IR:). For s < 0, Zs(l?“) 
is the dual of Z-“(iR”); .??(lRz) is the dual of Z-‘(IR:); and Z’(IRt ) is the 
dual of .?“(lR:). 
For x E w and s f t(mod l), define D(jS;,z) in a similar fashion to D(J;) = 
D(J;I-), replacing the Sobolev spaces HS(iRT), HS(IRn-‘), g2-J(lR:),..., by the 
corresponding spaces with homogeneous norms Z’( IR; ), Z” (IR n ‘), 
i*-“(y),... . We can then extend the form J; by continuity to a bounded 
form J;.z with domain D(j;,z) and associated operator Tf;,;. In a similar 
fashion we define spaces Vs(R;), l+‘-“(IR:), D;(R:),..., and operators A,,,, 
&.:, 6,,; Y.... The norm of an element u in any of the above spac:es with 
homogeneous norms will be denoted [u]. 
THEOREM 3.10. If s f f(mod 1) then J” is lsF(rsF) if and on& if the 
operators *fi,, are all left (right) invertible for each x E w. 
Proof Recall that Js is lsF(rsF) if and only if TS is lsF(rsF). 
Suppose T” is 1sF. By Lemma 3.6, E(x, J:, p) holds. Let p1 be fixed with 
0 < p, ( 1. Let the constant in the estimate E(x, JS;, pl) be c, . The for 
0 <P <PI, the estimates E(x, J:, p) hold with the same constant c, . 
Applying Lemma 3.9 with E = 1/2c, we see that there exists p0 =I?~, say, 
with 0 < p, <p,, such that E(x, J;,,) holds for all p in the interval 
0 < p < p,. In particular E(x, J;, p,) holds. 
Now let u E D(?:,,) have components which are C” functions with 
compact support. These u are dense by Theorem 5.7 of [lo]. Take II > 0 
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such that u has support in nQ and suppose 0 < E < pX/JL. We define 
u,,, E D(*i,,) so that u,,~ has support in p,Q and [Us,,] = [u]. 
In fact, if s>$, u = u E Zs(R:) and we define u,,,(x) = c’-“‘* u(x/E). If 
i ( s ( 3, u = (u, w) E Zs(R;) x p-3’2(RY-‘) and we define u,,,(x) = 
(Es-“/* U(X/&), E~-~/*--(~-~)‘~ VI/(X/E)). Finally, if s < f, u = (u, v,,, I+v,) E
i”(iR:) x P?~/*(IR:-‘) x 2?3’2(iR~P’) and so u,,,(x) = (ES- ni2 U(X/E), 
& s~l/Z~(n-1)/2 w,(X,E), c~~3/2~(n-l)/2 ~,(x/E)). It is easy to check that the 
appropriate conditions are satisfied. 
Now u and u,,$ are also in D(Ti). Therefore, since E(x, j;, p,) holds, 
where the supremum is taken over the set .Y of v E D(t;‘) with support in 
Q. But the set ,< of v E D(?c) with components in C” and support in Q is 
dense in 5‘. Moreover, by Theorem 6.1 of ]lO], the norms ]] ]] and 
homogeneous norms [ ] are equivalent on functions with support in Q. Hence 
Now [u,,,] = [u] and ]&,,,I = ~[ju]. Also, defining vl,c,2-S in the obvious 
way7 Iv1 = b1~~,2-sl and by homogeneity ji[u,,,, v] = ~:[u,v,,~,~-~]. SO 
where the last supremum is taken over all w E D(Ti:i). But this estimate is 
true for all positive E less than p,/A. Hence 
= c[-Q;u]. 
By the density of the u’s of this form, the estimate is true for all u E D(Tf;,z). 
Hence %:,= has a bounded left inverse. 
Conversely, suppose [u] < c[%:,~u] for all u E D(Ti,,), where x E o. In 
particular, if 0 < p < 1, this inequality holds on the set ,~1”* of u E D(%i,,) 
with smooth components and support in pQ. Let u E cY2, Since T:,, is a 
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local operator, u and Ti,zu both have support in Q. By the equivalence of 
the Sobolev and homogeneous norms, liull < c li?~uil. That is, 
the supremum taken over v E D(Tr) with support in Q. Moreover, the 
constant c, can be taken as independent of p for all p satisfying 
0 ( p < p, ( 1, for some fixed p, . This last step is proved in the usual way 
using a function h E C,“(Q) which is 1 on pI Q. 
Now, cl(&), the closure of & in D(T;), has finite codimension in ,Pjc3 the 
subspace of D(T:) of elements with support in pQ. Let .H be any 
complement of cl(.;L,) in ,Yj. Then ~Iu// - lljull on l, since .X is finite 
dimensional. So 
where c, may depend on p. Hence E(x, J;, p) holds for each p in the interval 
0 < p < pI . Applying Lemma 3.9 with E = 1/2c,, we obtain a number p,, = p, 
with 0 ( p, <p, < 1 such that E(x, Ji, p,) also holds for each x E w. By 
Lemmas 3.8 and 3.5, we can find p, in the interval 0 < p, < 1, for each 
x E I?, such that E(x, J”,p,) holds. 
Consider the family (0: = g;‘@,Q): x E I?}. This is an open covering of 
the compact set 6. Hence there is a finite collection of the Ok, say (0: = Oii: 
i== l,..., m) for some xi E a, which also covers a. Let {hi: i = l,..., m} be a 
partition of unity subordinate to this covering. That is hi E Cr(Oi) and 
XT, hi= 1 on fi. 
Let u E D(T”). Then u = CT=, hiu. So /Iu/I = CT:, IlhiulI. But E(x, J’,p,,) 
holds and so 
Ilhiull G ci “!p 
i I 
‘““Cz: “I + 11 j(hiU)l~) 3 
where the supremum is taken over those members of D(TS*) with support in 
Oi = g,‘(Q). 
Note that 0: c Oi. Moreover, J”[h,u, v] = J’[u, h,v] + Ji*‘[u, v], where J’.’ 
consists of lower order terms, and supO, IJi,‘[u, v]l//l VII < c lljuli. Hence 
II hi” II G ci 
I J’[u> hiv] + Ji”[u, v]/ 
S!? llvll 
G c, 
’ C Of Ilhivll 
sub IJs[U~ ‘iVII 
+ llj(h,“)ll) 
+ II@ II) 
409.‘xotI 15 
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(since w -+ hiw is a bounded mapping on D(T”*) and also on F’ (f2)) 
Putting these estimates together, for i = l,..., m, we obtain I/uI/ ,< 
c(sup IJ’[u, v]I/Ijv11 + iljull). That is, /III/[ < c(jlT”ul/ + lijull) for all u E II( 
By Peetre’s Lemma (3.2) TS is IsF. So therefore is J’. 
The result that J” is rsF if and only if Ti,, is onto for each x E o, reduces 
to showing that for each x E w, E’(x, J’, p,) holds for some p, if and only if 
cl is left invertible. The proof is completely analogous to the proof 
above. 1 
4. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM IN SPACES WITH HOMOGENEOUS NORMS 
Let A be any properly elliptic second order homogeneous partial 
differential operator with constant coefficients. Let its symbol be A(<) = 
Clal=2 aaCa = q,(C) i$ + aI(rl) t, + a,($), where l= (tl,..., C,,) = (r’. t,) 
and a,(c) is a homogeneous polynomial in c of order k. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each s > j, the operator (A,, y,): Zs(lR;) + Zs-‘(IF?;) x 
Zs-1’2(R”- ‘) is an &morphism. 
Proof. Since A is properly elliptic, we have the standard a priori and 
dual estimates for the Dirichlet problem for A; namely, 
for all u E W(R:); and 
llfll, < 4lb‘c YcJ*fIIA-~(R:) + lIfllo> 
for all fE fi2-S(R:) x HP’+ “*(Rn-‘), where l[fll, is the norm off in this 
last space, and Ilfllo is the norm off in fi’-“(IF?:) X H-s-‘/2(R”-‘). For 
these results, see Peetre [6, Theorem 11, for example. Applying a scaling 
argument by setting u,(x) = U(X/E) and letting E + 0 as in Section 3, we find 
(A,, 7,) and its dual have bounded left inverses. So (A,, yL) is an 
isomorphism. 1 
It follows from the lemma that yz: ZierAT(R:)+ Zs-“2(lf?“~‘) is an 
isomorphism for each s > f. Our aim is to extend this result to arbitrary 
s # k + f , k a negative integer or 0. 
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We require the reflection operators of [lo]. For this, let m be a suitably 
large positive integer. Let /I, ,..., /I,+ i be the unique real numbers satisfying 
mtl 
“ 
k=l 
[ (-k)j + (-k)-q Pk = 1 for O<j<m. 
Note that the matrix whose (j, k) element is [(-ky + (-k)-j] is a sum of 
Vandermonde matrices and its determinant is 2((m + l)!)-” JJ!t,’ n{:: 
(i ~ j)(ij - 1). Since this determinant is non-zero, the Pk are uniquely deter- 
mined. 
For u E C~(R~), define Pu E C~(F?“) by 
if x, > 0, 
mt1 
= “& [U(x’,-kx,,)fu (++&)] 
k-l 
if x, < 0, 
where, as usual, x = (x ,,..., x,J = (x’, x”). 
It follows that P: HS(R:)+ HS(R”) is a bounded operator for each 
s = 0, I,..., m. By interpolation, P is bounded for 0 < s < m. If U,(X) = 0(x/c) 
for c > 0, it follows that (Pu), = P(u,). By a scaling argument as above, we 
lind that P is also bounded with respect to the homogeneous norms. Hence P 
extends to a bounded operator P,: Zs(R:)-+ Zs(R”) for 0 <s < m. 
Moreover, Rz P,u = u, where RI: Z’(R”)-+ Z”(lR;) is the extension of the 
restriction operator R: W(IR”) -+ W(F?;). 
Consider the following sequences of operators 
oizz 2s(lR1) + Z”(R”) i+ ZS(vL)ZO 
oz i-“(iy) + z-yiT?“) +z-s(Rn)z 0, 
T 2 
where s > 0 and j; = iT ‘(Z- P,R,). Each of the four sequences is exact [ 10, 
3.111. 
To indicate that i,, jz are related to the space Z’(lR”) and that j depends 
on m, we may write i, = is,- and j, = js,.m,- where 0 <s < m. We can also 
define i,,, and j,,,,, for the space Z’(R:), and these operators have 
analogous properties. 
NOW j;*iT = I- RTPT and it follows that, if u E Cp(R”) then jTi:u E 
CrP’(IFi”) and is given by 
if x, > 0. 
= u(x) if x, < 0. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let u E CF(IR”). 
(a) rfm > 2, A-‘PRAu E Hmt2(lR”). 
(b) Ifm > 1, A-‘j$I’TAu E Hmf’(Rn). 
ProoJ: (a) Let E* denote multiplication by the characteristic function of 
R:, respectively. Denote the Fourier transform of U(X) by u^({) and the 
Fourier transform with respect to the first n - 1 variables only by u’(c, xn). 
Then PRAu = E+PRAu + EpPRAu. and 
(E+PRAu)^(r) = (E ‘Auj(<) 
Moreover. 
= (2~)~“‘(‘~7 (A(D)~(x))e~‘“‘~dx’dx, 
,, li I 
=A(W+d(t) + (2;lt,z Ia, u’(r’, 0) 
+ ~O(r’W”U’)($, 0) + r,ao(rl) qr’, O)l 
=G,+G’,, say. 
rnfl 
(E-PRAu)^(<) = 1‘ ,Q(~TI)~~‘~ 
k-l 
(A(D) u>(x’, --kx,) 
+ (A(D)u) (x’, -$-x.1] emiX’l dx 
+ kA(r’, --kME+u)-(t’, -k&J 1 
. m-t1 
+ (2$’ k;, [( 1 
G+k a,(T’)qrl,o) 
+ (~+kjao(T’)(D,~)(S’,0)-(~+k2)~,uo(e’,s(r’.0)] 
=G,+G;, say. 
If m > 2, G’, = -G’, and so (PRAu)-(<) = G, + G,. From the form of G, 
and G, we see that A(&‘(PRAu)-({) E L’(F?“). That is, A-‘PRAu E L’(IR”). 
But PRAu E Cr(lR”) c Zm(R”), and by the ellipticity of A, 
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So in addition, A-‘PRAu E Zmf2(R”). Therefore, A-‘PRAu E Hm+*(IR”) as 
claimed. 
(b) This part is proved similarly. Indeed, for u E Cr(R”), 
mtl 
(E+jJ’T i,*Au)-(0 = - “ Pk 
k-l 
AK’,-&,)Wd(r’, -4) 
+A /5’,-$1 (E-u)- (+)I 
. ??I+1 
+ &,,2 ;, Pk 
+ %(tw,mrl, 0) - (+ + k) &a,(e) zi(r’, O)] 
Similarly, 
+ %l(rlw”mrl> 0) + r,%(r) WV 0) 1 
Again the boundary terms cancel and we conclude that A- 7: i,*Au E Lz(lR”). 
SincejTiTAu E C:-‘(W) it follows that A-‘jTi:Au E Hmt’(lR”). I 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For arbitrary, s and s’, H&LrA(IR:) is dense in 
zLtp: 1. 
Proof: Suppose firstly that s> 2. Take m> max(s’ -2,s). :Let u E 
Z;erA,(R:) and take 4i E CF(R”) such that #i + P,u in Z”(P”). Let 
vi = q%i - A-‘PRA&. By Lemma 4.2(a), iyi E H$‘(lR”). Moreover, 
A(Rvi) = RAyi = RAtii - RAA-‘PRA#i = 0. So Rvi E HILrA(IR:). Finally, 
A-lPRA~i=A-‘PAR~i-+A;‘P,A,R,Pzu=O. So tyi-+P,u in Z”(IR”) and 
Ry/,p u in Z”(R;). 
Suppose now that s < 2. Take m > max(s’ - 1, 2 - s). Let u E Z[,:,,I(R;) 
and take tii E Cr(R”) n Z”(R”) such that ~ij P;U ifs > 0, #i+jz~ ifs < 0. 
Here j, = .i,,,, + and we have used the density results of [ lo]. 
Let vi = tii- A-‘jTiTA#i where, here, j, = j,-,,,,+ and i, = i2-s,t. By 
Lemma 4.2(b), vi E HS’(IR”). Moreover, ARvi = iTAvi = 0. Finally, 
A - v;* iTA$i = A - ‘j;AR#i if s > 0, 
= A-‘jTAiz#i if s < 0, 
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which, in either case, converges to 0. So Ry/, + u in Z’(lR;) and the 
proposition is proved. I 
Consider now the first order Dirichlet system (yO, y,) on IR;, where 
y, =&Dn. Let (a,,, 8,) be th e a d joint system with respect to A. So, for U, c E 
Cr(lR;) we have 
r Aueudx- ’ u.A’vdx ” 2: J ‘2: 
= I you. 6,v dx’ + i y,u. 6,vdx’, ,“-I I,” I 
where 
A(5) = 45’) 5, + a,(~?) t, + a,(<‘), 
A’(t) = A(t), 
h(r) = f a,(e). 
For s ( i, ff(mod l), let XzPs(lR:) = {v E Z2-s(R:): 6,,,v = 0, Aiv E 
i-‘(W:)). It follows from Lemma 4.1 applied to (A:, y,) that A:: 
x*-“(q) -+ 2-q?;) is an isomorphism. (Note that y, and 6,,2 only differ 
by a constant multiple.) Moreover, the following sequence is exact: 
For the exactness, consider the system 6 = (6,) ?I,,, yA’), where, as in 
Section 2, y = (yO,..., ymk-i) and k is the largest integer <s + +. Then 6 is a 
Dirichlet system of order 1 - k on IR; and so, by [ 10, Theorem 4.11, the 
following sequence is exact: 
I-k 
o-t'-~(Ry+z*-~(R$L 
jlJ z 
3/*-s-i(~n-1)-0. 
Exactness for the previous sequence now follows. 
We can therefore define y, to be the unique operator which makes the 
following diagram commute. 
0 ---+ ZiLA,(W --=-+ 
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Note that for u E Zs(R;) and u E Z2-s(lR:), (i*(A;)*u, v) = (u, Atu) = 
(A,u, v) and so i*(A:)* = A,. Moreover, by the following lemma, A, is onto, 
and so both sequences are exact. 
LEMMA 4.4. For all s, A,: Z’(IR’+‘) + Zs-*(lR:) is onto. 
ProoJ As noted before, it follows from the ellipticity of A that AZ: 
Z’(R’) -+ Z”-*(R”) is an isomorphism. Now let u E Zs-2(lR:). If s > 2 and 
m > s - 2, then P;v E Zs-‘(R”) and w = A;‘P,v E Z”(lR”). So u = R,w E 
Z”(R”,) and A,u = A,R,A;‘P,v =R,A,A;‘P,u = u. For s < 2 the lemma is 
proved using iT and j: in place of R, and P,. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Take s # k f 4, k a negative integer or zero. Then 
y;: Z;er‘41(R;)-’ zs-‘qw-‘) 
is an isomorphism. Ifs > 0, y, is the unique extension of the corresponding 
operator y0 between Sobolev spaces. Ifs < 0, y; is the restriction of y,, to the 
spaces with homogeneous norms. 
Proof For s > 4 the results follow from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.3. 
Suppose s < f . Applying Proposition 2.4 to the commuting diagram from 
which yL is defined, it follows that y, is an isomorphism. Finally, let 
u E %.4W) n -GA; (R;) and 4 E Cr(Rn-‘). Since (6,,6,,yA’) is a 
Dirichlet system, there exists v E X2-“@?:) n H*(R:) such that 8,~ = i. 
Hence 
(y;u, 4) = (-(~~,;)-‘@L)*~~ 6,~) 
= (-u, A;v) 
=- I u . A’v dx :,; 
=-j Au.Cdx+ you . 6,v dx’ + y,u ’ G,vdx’ 
= (y,Z p,. 
I 12”. I I v-1 
So y, = y,, on H,$,,(R;)/? Z&rA,(R:) which is dense in Zi&,A;(R:), by 
Proposition 4.3. The result follows. m 
5. THE MBVP IN SPACES WITH HOMOGENEOUS NORMS 
Here we revert from the forms of Section 3, in spaces with homogeneous 
norms, to differential operators in these spaces. We prove a result which is 
analogous to Theorem 2.3 for differential operators in Sobolev spaces. 
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Note that any homogeneous boundary operator with constant coefficients 
gives rise to a bounded operator between suitable spaces with homogeneous 
norms. Indeed, if b(D) = C,,, _ k b, D” and AL, y, are as in the previous 
section, then B, = YLbz: ZierA1(IR:) + Zsmk-“2(lpn-‘) is bounded for all 
s f t(mod 1). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let xE w and s f j(mod 1). Let T:, B,, CL denote, 
respectively, the operators f;,z, 8,,;: ZS(lRl) f? ker k,,; -+ Rf(R”-‘), d,,z: 
Z2-“(IR;) n ker A;,, + I?-” (I?“-‘). Then the following are equivalent 
statements: 
(i) B, is left (right) invertible. 
(ii) Tf is left (right) invertible. 
(iii) Cz is right (left) invertible. 
Proof: To simplify the notation, we will omit the superscripts 0 and the 
subscripts x from the symbols for operators, and the IRT and F?“-’ from the 
symbols for spaces. The proof splits into three cases. 
(a) s > 3. Consider the following diagram: 
O - zL4; 
‘4 : 
A z, - zs-2 4 0 
I B: I [ ;;I:‘! I I 
O--t R; - zs-2 - zs-2 + 0. 
0 
Rf 
The diagram commutes, the bottom row is exact, and by Lemma 4.4 the top 
row is exact. By Proposition 2.4, B, is left (right) invertible if and only if T: 
is left (right) invertible. 
(b) i < s < 1. Consider the following diagrams: 
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These diagrams can be compared with Diagrams b(i) and b(ii) of Section 2. 
Since (A;, y,) is an isomorphism (Lemma 4.1) it follows that (A,!, y;) is 
onto. Since V; = ker y;, the top row of the first diagram is exact. Similarly 
the top row of the second diagram is exact. Hence all the rows are exact. The 
second diagram obviously commutes and we show that the first commutes 
also. 
For this, consider the form ./ of Proposition 2.2 but with restricted domain 
H” x IV- ‘. Freezing the coefficients at the point x E w and dropping lower 
order terms we obtain a form J, = $,, on Zs x I+‘-’ with associated 
operator T, : Zs + (q ) s *. So T; is a restriction of T,. 
Now let uE V: and vEC~(R;)cZ2~F(R;). Let uiEHZ, ui+u in Z’. 
Then 
(i:T:u, v) = (Tcu, ilv) 
= lim (T,ui, izu) 
i *a 
= lim J[u,, u] 
i-cc 
/?,u.6,vdx’ 
i n-l -1 
= lim (Aui, 0) 
i-cc 
= (A;u, u), 
so i*T’=A. 
Finally, 
2. 
let 24 E Vs.ker.l. and 4 E Cr(IR:-‘) c Z3”-‘(R:). Take 
cE WI-” n HZ satisfying -6;~ = 4. Let ui E HZ, ui+ u in Z’. Then 
((-s~,,)-‘T$, 4) = ((-S~,J’~lG S,,:u) 
= (CM, c) 
= lim (T,ui, v) 
i-*oc 
Aui. Cdx- 
Hence, (-ST,z)-‘r: = B,,, and the diagram commutes. 
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Applying Proposition 2.4 again, we conclude that B, is left (right) inver- 
tible if and only if q is left (right) invertible. By Proposition 3.1, this 
happens if and only if T; is left (right) invertible. 
(c) s < 5. Consider the following diagrams: 
o- ZierA. A vl A, zs-* --t 0 
I _ Bz I 
i-: I 
I 
0- R; d ,w;-y* i: zs-* - 0 
-6; 
Note that Vi = ZS and so (F’s)* = Z+ which is the kernel of yz = 
(YOY, Y-&,)I, where k is the largest integer <s + 4. That the first diagram 
commutes is proved in the same way as the assertion that Diagram c(ii) of 
Section 2 commutes. That the second diagram commutes is trivial. That AZ is 
onto is given in Lemma 4.4. That the other rows are exact follows from 
consideration of the appropriate Dirichlet systems. 
By Proposition 2.4, B, is left (right) invertible if and only if Ti’ is right 
(left) invertible. 
The analogous results relating Ti and C, are proved similarly. 1 
Combining Theorems 2.3, 3.10 and 5.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose s f i(mod 1) and, for x E CO, let 8,.; and c’,,r 
denote the operators 
A,,: Zs(lR;) n ker A,,, + R;(lR”-I), 
L: Z2~S(IR;)nkerA:,~B,Z~S(IRn-‘). 
Then the following are equivalent statements: 
(i) (A, B), is IsF (rsF). 
(ii) JS is 1sF (rsF). 
(iii) (A’, C),_, is rsF (IsF). 
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(iv) B,., is left (right) invertible for each x E CO. 
(VI c.* is left (right) invertible for each x E o. 
(vi> cx,z is right (left) invertible for each x E w. 
6. THE WIENER-H• PF OPERATOR ASSOCIATED WITH A MBVE' 
In [6] Peetre considered the MBVP in H”(IR:) for s > ,D + +, where ~1 is 
the largest of the “normal” orders of the boundary operators. He showed 
how to reduce the a priori estimate for (A, B): H’(lR:)+ H”-‘(IR:) x 
RS(IRnp’) to a Wiener-Hopf problem. In a similar but technically more 
difficult fashion in 171, Peetre reduced the dual estimate for (A, B)* to the 
Wiener-Hopf problem. This he did for elliptic operators of arbitrary (even) 
order, but only for n = 2. 
By working in spaces with homogeneous norms, we replace consideration 
of direct and dual estimates by consideration of left and right invertibility. 
We use a simple adaptation of Peetre’s proof for the direct estimates [6] to 
cover both cases. The more difficult dual estimates are thus avoided. 
Moreover, by imposing the condition of normality for the boundary 
operators (which Peetre did not need) we can carry out these procedures for 
arbitrary reals. Though we only deal with the second order case in this 
paper, the procedures adapt readily to the higher order case. 
Suppose for now that A is any properly elliptic second order homogeneous 
differential operator with constant coefficients. Then A(r) = C,,, =2 a, r* = 
a,(& - r+ (c))(5, - r-(e)), where, by the proper ellipticity, Im r+(c) > 0 
and Im s-(c) < 0. 
Given the operator A and a first order homogeneous polynomial b(r) with 
constant coefficients, we define a first order homogeneous symbol b’(c) by 
b’(c) = b(c, r’(c)). The symbols b’(c) and A+(<) = 5, - t+(c) give rise to 
pseudo-differential operators b’ = b’(D) and A + = A +(D) in IR”-’ and iR”, 
respectively. 
Recall the reflection operators P,, jT and the restriction operators Rz, iT 
of Section 4. For simplicity we will denote j$ by P, and iT by R,. 
LEMMA 6.1. With A and b as above, 
(a) b,u = b,RJ:P;u + b:u for all u E Z’(lR:) and all s; and 
(b) Y,b,u=b:y,uforalZuEZS,,,,r(lR:)andalZsff (modl). 
Proof. (a) It suffices to consider ZJ E CF(iR:) n Z”(R;) since this space 
is dense in Z’(IR:). From the definition of b’ it follows that bPu = 
6, A ’ Pu + b’Pu and so bu = RbPu = b, RA +Pu + b’u. 
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(b) By part (a), it suffices to prove that RzALfPZ u = 0 for 
u E Zi,,,-(m;) and with the constant m in the definition of the reflection 
operator sufficiently large. By Proposition 4.3 it suffices to prove RA+Pu = 0 
for u E HierA( But, for these U, APu E L’(R”) and by the Paley-Wiener 
theorem (APu) (&J has an analytic extension to Im {,, > 0 with 
for almost all c. It follows that A+(<)(Pu)^(c) also has an analytic extension 
to Im <, > 0 with 
sup I m lA+tt’,~ + $W’u)-(r’,p + iq)l’dp n>o -x 
for almost all 5’. So A ‘Pu E L’(IR’L) and RA’Pu = 0 as required. 1 
Lemma 6.1 relates boundary data given in terms of the operator y; bL with 
the Dirichlet data given by y;. The analogous result for Sobolev spaces is 
well known. We also observe here that y,b satisfies the complementing 
condition with respect to A on the boundary I?“- ’ of iR; if and only if 
b’(c) # 0 for all r’ # 0. Moreover, since b’(c) is a positively homogeneous 
function of order 1, it gives rise to a bounded operator b’: Z’(Ip”- ‘) + 
ZS-‘(/Rnp’) for each real s. It follows that 
LEMMA 6.2. The operator b’: Zs(mn-‘)+ ZS-l(lRn-l) is an isomorphism 
for a given real s if and only $7, b satisfies the complementing condition with 
respect o A on F?+‘. 
Recall now the notation of Sections 2 and 3. We have boundary operators 
PO and ,8, on r which when restricted to r- and T+, respectively, give B, and 
B, . We also have a properly elliptic operator A on a. For x E I-, fi,,, and A, 
denote the highest order parts of /I, and A with coefficients frozen at X. 
By Lemma 6.1 the following diagram commutes for s f f(mod 1): 
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Hence, if any two of these maps is an isomorphism, so is the third. This 
demonstrates the equivalence of the well posedness of the Dirichlet problem 
given by (A, y,,) with that of the first order boundary value problem given by 
(A. 8,). It also shows, via Lemma 6.2, that the complementing condition is 
essential. 
Consider now the restriction operators r*: ZS([Fjn-‘) + Z’(lR:- ‘) and the 
pseudo-differential operators with symbols J’(e) = (<,- ’ + i ) r I)“- 3’2 and 
J-(c) = (t,_, - i 15” J)s-‘i2. Here 5” = (5, ,..., 5 ,,.. *) if n > 2 and 5” = 0 if 
n = 2; and in defining the powers z’ of a complex number z we choose the 
branch defined by -rc < arg z < z. As observed in [IO], these symbols give 
rise to isomorphisms 
and 
Moreover r*Ji =J.ir*; and the following are also isomorphisms ’ - - 
J,t: zs~3’*(iR”-‘),L*(IFi”-‘) 
J-: Zr~“*(IR”-‘)-1L*(m”-‘). 
We also define for each x E o and s E iR the symbol M:(e) = 
J+(c) pl,X(r) J-(c)-‘. This symbol is a positively homogeneous function of 
f of order 0 and therefore gives rise to a bounded pseudo-differential 
operator M;: L*(IR+‘) + L2(IRn-‘). By the complementing condition 
M:(c)#O for c#O. 
Recall that Theorem 5.2 related the Fredholm properties of (A, B), where 
B = (B,, B,), with the invertibility of BX,,/ker A,,, for x E w. The following 
theorem relates these properties with the invertibility of the Wiener-Hopf 
operators r+tMi. The proof is an adaptation of the proof of Peetre [6 1 which 
dealt with estimates in Sobolev spaces. 
THEOREM 6.3. For each x E w and s &+(mod I), the operator B,,;: 
Z’(R:) n ker A,,= + R;(R”-‘) is left (right) invertible if and only if the 
Wiener-Hopf operator r+Mi: L’(lR:-‘) -+ L’(lR”;‘) is left (right) invertible. 
ProoJ We drop the superscripts 0 and the subscripts x. Then B,: 
Z&,,z(IU:) ---) RS(IR”-‘) is left (right) invertible -(rpyz, r+,13’,,zyz): 
Zg,,,d.(%?:)-RS(E?R’-‘) is left (right) invertible, since by Lemma 6.1, B, = 
(r PO:-, r+PI,;)= (Fyi, r+j3;,,yl); o(r--, r+P{,,): Z’~“‘([R”~‘)jR~.([R”-‘) 
is left (right) invertible, since by Proposition 4.5 yz is an isomorphism 
between the appropriate spaces; u(r J;, r’J,t,f?:,Z): Z”- “*(R” ‘) + 
L*(IRy-‘) x L’(IR”,--‘) is left (right) invertible, by the preceding discussion; 
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o(r-, r+J,‘P;,,(J;))‘): L2(Rn-‘) * L’(lRr-‘) x L*(IR?- ‘) is left (right) 
invertible, since J;: Zs-“2(Rn-‘) 4 L*(R’-‘) is an isomorphism; ov+Mi: 
L2(R;-‘) + L*(R;-‘) is left (right) invertible, applying Proposition 2.4 to the 
following commuting diagram: 
It remains for us to give algebraic conditions under which 
Wiener-Hopf operators are left invertible or onto. 
Suppose firstly that n = 2. We use the method employed by Peetre [ 7 
systems of Wiener-Hopf operators. Indeed, by the homogeneity of 
symbol, 
M”(5,) = M* if 4’ > 0. 
=M_ if <, < 0, 
the 
for 
the 
where M, and K are non-zero constants. Setting 1 = A; = M; ‘M_ it 
follows that (M+)-‘r+Mi=I+ (A - l)rtCT-‘r-.T: L2(lR:)+L2(R:), 
where X denotes the Fourier transform. 
Hence, if A = 1, r+M:, is an isomorphism. If Afl, 
(3, - l))‘(M+)-‘r+M:, = r+.7-‘r-.F- (1 - A)-‘I. Now r+.Fj7-‘r-.Y: 
L*(R’+-‘) + L2(R”,-‘) is the reduced Hilbert transform, and its spectrum is 
the closed interval [0, l] (Schwartz [ 121). So r+Mt is an isomorphism if and 
only if (1 -A)-’ @ [0, 11; that is, if and only if 1 @ (-a, 01. But if 
1 E (-co, O], rt.-FT-‘rp.F - (1 - n))‘Z is self-adjoint and therefore neither 
left invertible nor onto. 
Now for 5’ # 0, A4i.r’) = ((l, + iO)/([, - iO))‘-’ M:(<‘) and so A: = 
e2ni(s-1) A:. Hence 
ACE (-co,O]u&argA:=-f(mod 1) 
o(s- I)+&-argIJ=--f(mod 1) 
c-.s=$-&-argI:(mod 1) 
0 s E e(x), say. 
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The set e = U,,, e(x) is the set of exceptional values for the MBVP. Note 
that n = 2 and so w is discrete. Hence e is discrete. We have proved 
THEOREM 6.4. Let n = 2, x E o ‘and s E R. Then r+Mi: L*(R:)+ 
L*(R;) is left (right) invertible if and only ifs 6!? e(x). 
Combining Theorems 5.2, 6.3 and 6.4 we have the following result: 
THEOREM 6.5. If n = 2, the MB VP for (A, B,, B,) is well posed. Indeed, 
forsf$(mod l), (A,B,,, B,), is Fredholm if and only ifs t?G e. 
Suppose now that n > 3. Then for each x E o and s E R, M:(r) is a 
continuous function of c, for c # 0. We use the results of Widom [ 19 1 and 
Shamir [ 1.51. Let 
1 00 
I 277 -* d, arg MXel, v> = k&x, t”) + 0,(x, t”), 
where k, is an integer and -4 <es < 4. The homogeneity of M:(c) implies 
that lim ,,+ m Mi(r”, q) = MTJO, f 1) for any r # 0. Hence 6,(x, y) = B,(x), 
independent of $ # 0. If also k&, r) = k,(x), independent of r # 0, the 
symbol M:(c) will be called properly elliptic. 
Since M:(r) is continuous for c # 0, k&x, c) is continuous on 
{r”: $ f 0). If n > 3, this set is connected and hence M:(c) is properly 
elliptic. If n = 3, Y = c, and k,(x, c,) may take different values for r, > 0 
and r, < 0. 
Consider the sets 
c(iq)= {zEC:z=iq(r’),/r’/= 1) 
and 
where 1 r,lI = 1. By the homogeneity of the symbols, c(Mi) = IJ (c6,,(M:): 
I$1 = l}. 
If n = 3, c(@.) is a (possible degenerate) closed curve in the complex 
plane composed of two arcs c,(&) and c-~(MYJ. Let u,,(M;) denote the 
winding number of c(M;) about z = 0 as r’ traverses the circle 1 r’ / == 1 once 
in the anticlockwise direction. It follows that A4: is properly elliptic if and 
only if u,(Mi) = 0. 
For each r’ # 0, MS,(e) is a continuous function of x E w, since the same 
property is true of p;,,(c). Hence, since M:(c) # 0 for real r’ # 0, M:(c) is 
properly elliptic at one point of o if and only if it is properly elliptic at every 
point in the same connected component of o. 
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NowM~(r’)=((r,-,+ilr”l)/(r,-,-ilr”I))”~’M:(r’) and so 
Hence k,(x, 5”) + e,(x) = s - 1 + k,(x, y) + B,(x), from which it follows 
that M:(c) is properly elliptic if and only if M:(c) is. 
By the theorem of Shamir 115, p. 1651 r+Mz: L*(R”;‘)+ L*(R:--‘) fails 
to have closed range when 0,(x) = -i; that is, when s = -S,(x) + i(mod 1). 
Moreover, r+M:. is left (right) invertible if and only if 0,(x) # -4 and 
k,(x, y) > 0 (GO) for each r # 0; that is, if and only if s f -8,(x) -1 
t(mod 1) and s > 4,(x, c) - 19,(x) + i (s < 4,(x, c) - B,(x) + 2) for each 
5” #O. 
Hence r+Mi is an isomorphism if and only ifs E (-k,(x, r’) - e,(x) + 4, 
4,(x, e,) - 19,(x) + $) for each 5” # 0; that is, if and only if M.:(c) is 
properly elliptic and s E (-k,(x) ~ 0,(x) + 4, -k,(x) - H,(x) + i) = (7, q say. 
Let e(x) = inf{-k,(x, y) - e,(x) + 4: y # 0) and E(x) = sup{-k,(x, y) ~ 
B,(x) + j: 5” # 0). The e(x), for x E w, will be called the principal excep- 
tional values of the MBVP. Any s E R such that s = e(x)(mod 1) for some 
x E w is called an exceptional value. 
LEMMA 6.6. For each x E LL), Z(x) = e(x) if the MS,(c) are properl, 
elliptic and Z(x) = e(x) + 1 otherwise. 
Proof. If the M:(c) are properly elliptic, then, by definition, k,(x, cJ?‘) is 
independent of r” # 0. Hence E(x) = e(x). 
So, suppose the M:(e) are not properly elliptic. Then n = 3, and as seen 
above, c(M:) = c,(M:) U c- ,(M:), where c,(M:) and c_ ,(M:) are curves 
joining the points M!JO, i 1). It suffices to prove that UJ,,(M~) = i 1. For then 
k,(x, 1) - k,(x, -1) = f 1 and the result follows. 
Now k’l M.:(C) =#l,,,(t’) =8,,,(e, s’(e)>, where P,,I = b,5, + b2& + 
4 t3 and rt (r’) = y4t, + ys t2 + (y, r: + y25, t, + y3 t:)“’ for certain complex 
coefficients y ,,..., ys, b, ,..., 6,; and a branch of z”’ is chosen for which t+(c) 
has positive imaginary part for all real c # 0. Hence (y, rf + yzr, 5, + yj <:)‘/* 
has positive imaginary part for all real c # 0. 
By the condition of normality, 6, # 0. Hence 
Ir’IM:(r’)=b,t, + b, 52 + bt+(t’) 
=bla,t, + a252 + (Y,<: + ~zr,rz + Y,W’*I 
= b, so say, 
for certain complex a, and a2. 
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Let c(g) be the image under g of the circle 1 c / = 1 with orientation 
induced by the anticlockwise orientation of lc/ = 1. Let wO(g) be the 
winding number of c(g) about 0. Then oO(g) = u,(M~). 
Let i(C)=-a,t, -a,<,+ (rlr:+~2r152+~jr:)“2. Then %k> = 
w&g’) = &,(gf), where 
(gi)(5’) = dr’) i(r’) 
= (vl - 4) tf + b2 - 2al a21 4 t2 + h - f-4) tZ 
= k, + k, cos 2t + k, sin 2t 
for certain complex k,, kz, k, and where we have parametrised the circle 
Ir’I = 1 by r, = cos t, r1 = sin t, 0 < t < 271. The complementing condition 
ensures that g(c), g(c) and (gg)(c) are non-zero for 15’ j = 1. So c( gg) is a 
possibly degenerate ellipse with w,,(gg) = 0, 2 or -2. As M:(c) was 
assumed not properly elliptic, uO(g) = i 1. i 
From the above discussion we have 
THEOREM 6.7. Take n > 3, x E w and s E R. 
(a) r+M: is left incertible if and only ifs > e(x) and s f e(x) (mod 1). 
(b) rtM: is onto zyand only ifs < e(x) t 1 and s f e(x) (mod 1). 
(cl r’M! is an isornorphism if and on& if M:(c) is properly elliptic 
and s E ,~TY. 
LEMMA 6.8. Suppose the M:(c) are properly elliptic for each x E w. 
Then .Y = r),,, CYX is open. 
Proof: For x E o, sl, = (e(x), e(x) + 1) where e(x) = i + 1/(2n) l?, d, 
arg M:(r, q). Since M:(c) is a continuous function of x E w and c f 0, 
e(x) is continuous on w. Since w is compact, e(o) is compact. Let e0 = 
sup e(w) and .sl = 1 + infe(o). Then (Y’= (E,,, E,) if E, > s0 and CT =Q 
otherwise. So .Y is open. a 
It follows from the lemma that if s E :Y’, s = i(mod 1) then there exists 
s’ E .1. s’ f t(mod 1). Hence we have proved the following final result for 
the case n > 3. (See Theorems 5.2, 6.3 and 6.7.) 
THEOREM 6.9. If n > 3, the MB VP for (A, B,, B ,) is well posed if and 
only if M:(c) is properly elliptic for all x E CO and s E R and 5?’ is non- 
empty. If M:(c) is properly elliptic for all x and s, and ifs f $(mod 1) then 
(A, B,, B,) is Fredholm if and only ifs E 3. In general, ifs f +(mod 1) then 
(A, B,, B,), is 1sF (rsF) if and only zf s is not an exceptional value and 
s > sup &(w) (s < inf e(w) + 1). 
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7. EXAMPLES 
7.1. Mixed Dirichlet-Neumann Problem for the Laplacian 
Consider the problem V2u = f on a, u = g, on f-, au/av = g, on Tt, for 
an arbitrary open set G satisfying the conditions of the introduction. 
Let A = -V2, B, = r-y,, and B, = r+y,. At each point x take an 
orthogonal coordinate system (J,,..., J,) with J,, in the direction of the 
inward normal to r and y,_i tangential to f but in the direction of the 
inward normal to w when o is considered as the boundary of T*. 
Transforming to the new coordinate system based at a fixed point x E w, 
freezing the coefficients at x and dropping lower order terms, we obtain 
A,(t) = lt12, k&> = 1 and B,.,<8 = tn. Hence A.: (0 = 4, - i I r’ I3 
Pb,,(r’)=l,B;.,(r’)=ilr’l and~~(r’)=((~,-,+ilr”l)/(~,~,-i/r”i))‘~’~. 
If n = 2, AS; = Mi(O, l))‘M:(O, -1) = e2”““-‘), and by Theorem 6.5, if 
s f t(mod l), (A, B,, B,), is Fredholm. 
If n > 3, l?, d, arg M:(<, v) = 0. So M:(c) is properly elliptic and 
e(x) = f. Thus .?’ = (4,;) and by Theorem 6.9, if s f t(mod 1). (A, B,, B,), 
is 1sF (rsF) if and only if s i i (s < j). So (A, B,, B,), is Fredholm if and 
only if f < s < t. 
7.2. Coercice Forms 
Consider the sequilinear form J’lu, L’ ] with domain I”(Q) x W”(Q), 
defined in Section 2. Now v’(Q) = (U E H’(Q): B,u = 0) and W”(Q) = 
(U E H’(Q): C,u = 0). But B, = y- and C, = c(x)?- for some smooth non- 
vanishing function c(x) on r-. Hence V’(Q) = W’(0) and we can consider 
MBVP’s for which the associated form J’[u, v] satisfies the condition 
ReJ,Iu,uI >~,ll~ll~--~ll~ll~~ f or all u E I”(a). A form satisfying this 
condition is sometimes called coercive. 
If J’ is coercive, it follows that 
for all u E V’(Q). 
Indeed, for u E I”@), 
1141~ < c(ReJ’[u, ~1 + II43 
Similarly, 
II UII, < 411 P’u I/Vw~’ +II 24 IIO)~ for all u E v’(0). 
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By Peetre’s lemma, Ji is Fredholm and by Theorem 2.3, (A, B,, B,), is 
Fredholm. So if the form J’ is coercive, the MBVP is well posed and 1 E f. 
7.3. Schechter’s Compatibility Condition 
As noted in the introduction, Schechter considered the MBVP under the 
imposition of certain compatibility conditions. Applied to the second order 
problem, Schechter’s condition becomes simply that for each x E CD, c(M:) 
lies on one side of a line through 0. Hence for each x E o, M: is properly 
elliptic and e(x) = l/2 + 1/27t !‘TE d, arg Mk(r, q) E (0, 1). So Schechter’s 
condition implies that 1 E 7, or that (A,B,,B,), is Fredholm. It seems 
likely that the converse is also true. 
1.4. A MBVP in R’ 
We consider the MBVP for the Laplacian on the unit sphere in FJ3. 
Let R = {x E F?“: 1x1 < 1) with boundary IY In terms of the s’pherical 
polar coordinates 
(x, , x2, x3) = (r cos e sin 4, r sin e sin 4, r cos 4) 
let 
and 
w=w,uw, 
r- = r - d(r+ ). 
Let A = -V2. Then with respect to the polar coordinates, 
Au=- 
Let B, = r-y, and B, = r+/3,, where j3, u = (b/i sin d)(au/ae) + b(ik/a#) - 
( l/i)(&/2), for some real constant b # * 1. 
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To prove that the complementing condition is satisfied and that p, is 
normal, we take an orthonormal coordinate system ( y , , y, , y3) at each point 
x E cl(T+) as follows. Take the y,-axis tangential to r in the direction of 
increasing 0, y,-axis tangential in the direction of increasing 4, and y,-axis 
normal towards the centre of J2. With respect to these coordinates #,,, = 
(b/wlaY,) + WPY,) + (llwl~Y3)~ which has symbol ,8,,,(l) = b<, + 
bit, + c3 and is therefore normal. Moreover, A, = -a’/ay: - a2/3yi - a’/@: 
with symbol A,(r) = r: + rz + r:. So D;,,(e) = br, + bit, + i 1 r’ 1 which, for 
real b, takes the value zero for some real r’ # 0 if and only if b = k 1. Hence, 
the complementing condition is satisfied if b # k 1. 
Now we take a coordinate system at each point x E w from which we can 
construct M:(c). For x E wr, take the system (yl, y2, y3) described above, 
giving M:(c) = (b<, + bit, + i lr’ ])/I 5’ 1. For x E 02, take (-y, , -J’~, y3) 
giving M:(c) = (-b[, - bit, + i lc I)/1 c 1. Hence c(M:) is the same curve for 
all x E w, in fact the circle with centre (0, 1) and radius I bl. Consider the 
following two cases. 
(a) / bl < 1: In this case CL)~(M:) = 0, e(x) = f and .7 = (f , i). So each 
M:(r) is properly elliptic and the MBVP is well posed. In fact, for 
s f j(mod l), (A, B,, B,), is IsF (rsF) if and only if s > f (s < 3). 
(b) 161 > 1: In this case w,(M:) = 1 and so the M:(r) are not 
properly elliptic. In fact e(x) = 0 and 5(x) = 1 and the MBVP is not well- 
posed. For x f f(mod l), (A, B,,, B,), is IsF (rsF) if and only if s is not an 
integer and s > 1 (s < 1). 
1.5. A Well-Posed MBVP for which Integers are Exceptional 
Suppose R c R3 and for each x E o, 
A,(() = (-2i - 2) <: + 2iC: + <:, B,,xcr> = 1 
and 
&,<<) = 4 + t3. 
Then t+(e) = [ (-2i - 2) cy + 2i<:]“2, where a branch of the square root 
is chosen for which r+(c) has positive imaginary part for all c E R3 - (0). 
So M:(e) = (br, + r+(~))/]~ I and we consider just two cases. 
(a) b = 2 + 2i: A sketch of the curve c(M:) shows that its winding 
number is 0 and SF, d, arg M:(e, n) = -z Hence e(x) = 0 and 3’ = (0, 1). 
(b) b = -(2 + 2i): In this case u,(M!J = 0 and J‘“;, d, arg M:(<, n) 
= 7~. Hence e(x) = 1 and 3’ = (1, 2). 
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7.6. A MBVP for which Integers Are Not Exceptional, but (A, B,, B,), Is 
Not Fredholm 
Suppose Q c R3 and for each x E o 
AX({)=(-18i-4)<f+2i~~+~:, P,.xcr> = 1, 
8, .x(t) = bt, + 5,. 
Then M:(C) = (bc, + [(-18i - 4) r: + 2i<:]“‘)/l r’ / for an appropriate 
branch of the square root. Again we consider two cases. 
(a) b = i(2)“2: In this case u&4:) = 0, e(x) = -f and J’ = (--a,$). 
(b) b = -i(2)“2: Here u,(M:) = 0, e(x) = i and Y = ($, s). 
This example, and the previous one, show that, even for MBVP’s which 
are well posed, it does not necessarily follow that 1 E 3. However, we 
conjecture that if M:(c) is properly elliptic then -4 < e(x) < 4. It would 
then follow that, for a well-posed problem, inf.7 E (-4,:). 
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